Power Swing Analysis for Out-Of-Step
Protection
Introduction
Power swings are disturbances in a power system, and are caused by caused by load changes, line switching, loss of
generation, and other power faults. These can result in potentially dangerous spikes in current.
Electrical power engineers need tools and methods to analyze power swings. This assists them in devising
preventative measures that eliminate the potential for costly whole system failures.
Power swings cause a loss of synchronism between the interconnected generators, and these generators run out of
step. In that case, out-of-step protection schemes are used to protect the entire power system.
For example, if power swing and the condition of out-of-step are severe, certain transmission lines are tripped on
the system. This separates parts of the grid into sub-grids.
As an example, consider this two machine system.

The Swing equation describes the behavior of the rotor dynamics.

where

mechanical power : Pm [p.u]
electrical power : Pe [p.u]
angular momentum : M [p.u]
nominal system frequency : f [Hz]
If the angular momentum for both generators are MS and MR, the total eqivalent momentum is calculated with

The line electical power Pe is

where the relative rotor angle is

T.

The trajectory of equivalent impedance (which is detected by the relay in the sytem placed close the Bus S) will be
in the protective region of the relay. So, if power swing is stable, the impedance due to the swing return and exit
the region. On the other hand, it will traverse the relay characteristic when the swing is unstable.
So, by analyzing the impedance behavior and transient state of swing equation, the required information to
determine the appropriate settings for the protection can be obtained.

Parameters Values for the Two Machine System
Impedance and impedance angle [deg] of the generator at bus S
>
>
Angular momentum [p.u] of generator at bus S
>
Impedance and impedance angle [deg] of generator at bus R
>
>
Angular momentum [p.u] of generator at bus R
>
Line impedance and impedance angle [deg]
>
>
Ratio of EG over ER
>
Impedance relay reach in percent from Bus R to Bus S
>
Impedance relay maximum torque angle [deg]
>

Impedance calculation
Transform impedances from polar to rectangular form

>
>
>
>
Total impedance
>
Relay impedance characteristic
>
The trajectory of equivalent impedance (detected by the relay) can be calculated by these equations.
In the first step, the ratio of EG over ER is re-calculated in order to avoid a singularity.
>

>

>
>

Additionally, in order to obtain the entry and exit angle, the intersection points are calculated.
>

(3.1)
So, the trajectory of equivalent impedance, the relay impedance characteristic and its intersection points can be
plotted on R-X plain.
>

Thus, the entry angle

[deg] and exit angle

[deg] are determined as follows.

>
>
>
>
>
(3.2)
>
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Tips : Entry and Exit angle
By plotting the impedance on the R-X plane, the angle of Entry and Exit is easily recognized.
We now programmatically create visualize the impedances and angles.
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Power Swing Analysis
We now analyze the transient behavior of two machine system with the swing equation
Fault clearing time in s

>

Basic Analysis with Numerical Integration
In this case, the transmitted steady state power is now
>
When the steady state power is given, the initial power angle is
>
(4.1.1)
Equivalent angular momentum (p.u)
>
(4.1.2)
The swing equation is expressed with respect to the clearing time. The line power is defined as zero during the
fault.

>

Numerically solve the swing equation
>
>

In above equation, the damping term was ignored. However, if the damping term is applied, the oscilation will be
stopped, meaning the system is stable.

Parameter study to idenfity the boarder between stable and unstable
A steady-state power parameter sweep is effective in illuminating the response of the system.
This code edit region contains the code needed for the parameter sweep.

ParameterStudy_SwingEquation := proc(num, Pmin, Pmax, tc, nn, ZT, MM);
Here, the steady state power

is varied from 0.55 to 0.65 with 100 points.

>
>
>

As demonstrated by the plot, the system is not stable above a steady-state power of 0.5813.

Worse Duration with Power Swing
A steady state power of 0.60 results in an unstable system. By using the entry angle
and exit angle
which
are calculated in the section of Impedance calculation, the worse duration with the swing can be analyzed as follow.
Steady state power
>
Update the initial power angle and the swing equation
>

>

The solution can be obtained with the numerical integration again.
>

In order to calculate the duration with the swing, the intersection detection is needed, and in this case, the
numerical approach is applied because of the numerical integration for the swing equation. In the following code
editor, a simple intersection detection algorithm is defined.

NumericalIntersectionDetection := proc(dsol, startT, endT, numpoints, target)
So, 2 intersections of Entry point and Exit point are calculated with the procedure.
>
>
In the following plot, can see the intersection points of the numerical result of the swing equation and Entry/Exit
angles.
>

Thus, the worse duration of the swing is about 0.4 [s] in this case as follow.
>
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(4.3.1)

